Golf Tournament Sponsorships

All sponsors have the opportunity to add something wonderful to the swag bag!

- Easiest way
  - $100 to sponsor ½ a tee gives you a sign with your name on it.

- Next level
  - $200 sponsors an entire tee and you get a bigger sign!

- Better Still!
  - $500 dollars!
    - Banner
    - Tee sponsor
    - A foursome for golf and verbal acknowledgement during the social hour!

- Best (Only two available)
  - $1,000 dollars (or more)!
    - BIG Banner
    - Tent and table to meet and greet the golfers
    - Tee sponsor
    - A foursome for golf and verbal acknowledgement during the social hour!

If you have another idea to support One Good Meal, please call Roberta to talk over. Thank you so much!! FORE!!!!